Product brochure

About Freecom

Freecom has thirty years of history in developing and marketing high-quality, innovative storage solutions
that meet the needs of consumers, professional users and small businesses. All Freecom products are
designed, engineered and certified in Germany according to the highest quality standards to guarantee
customer satisfaction. Our in-house technical development process, the use of the highest quality
components and German product inspection standards ensure superior quality and reliability. To meet
the high expectations of professional users Freecom products are delivered with extensive warranty and
unlimited free helpdesk support. Freecom is a group company of Mitsubishi Chemical, one of the world’s
largest chemical companies, which invests heavily in R&D across many diverse sectors. The company’s
operating principles are founded on helping people to live in a healthy, comfortable and sustainable way.
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Solid State Drives
If you are looking for the best performing storage device, SSD could be the solution for you.
Freecom Solid State Drives (SSD) are flash based external data storage devices for your laptop, Mac,
tablet or desktop PC. An SSD works in a similar way to a traditional hard drive but without the need for
any moving parts. This is the key difference between the two types of drive and as a result an SSD is faster,
quieter, more durable and energy efficient than its traditional external hard drive counterpart.

Top 10 benefits of SSD
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Faster loading, less time waiting - With no moving parts to spin up to speed, start-up is almost instant, dramatically improving boot-up times.
Faster transfer rates - File transfers are lightning quick, much faster than traditional Hard Disk Drives (HDDs).
Find your files faster - File searches can be done in a flash!
Applications load faster - Spend less time waiting for your Adobe Photoshop and Powerpoint applications to open.
Reduced power consumption - With no moving parts the SSD uses far less energy which in turn could make your laptop battery last much longer.
Halve your downtime - With an SSD, the time required for virus scans and other background maintenance can be cut significantly.
Multi-tasking - SSDs make multi-tasking faster. Edit your photos and answer your e-mails much faster than with HDD devices.
Super fast video editing - With an SSD you can edit video clips a lot faster than ever before.
Superior durability - The SSDs lack of moving parts make it far more robust and reliable, with increased tolerance to heat, shock and vibration.
Silent operation - SSDs are silent, just like a USB Flash Drive. No more distracting hums and whirs as the drive spins up and down.
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Solid State Drives

Solid State Drives

Thunderbolt™ 3

Superfast

Ultra high speed transfer rates

Up to 700MB/sec read and write speeds

Up to 2800MB/s*

2 Cables

For high speed video editing

Connect to regular USB (Type-A) or USB-C™

USB-C™ Connection

Sophisticated design

Next generation industry standard

Design with brushed aluminium

mSSD CELERITAS

mSSD MAXX

MOBILE SOLID STATE DRIVE / THUNDERBOLT™ 3

USB-C™ MOBILE SOLID STATE DRIVE / USB 3.1 GEN 2

Lightning fast – the ultimate solution for video

Superfast, high capacity, USB 3.1 GEN 2 Solid State Drive

The mSSD Celeritas Thunderbolt 3 Drive is one of the fastest drives of its kind
and with stunning speeds of up to 2800MB/s* (read) and 2000MB/s* (write)
it really does live up to its name of ”Celeritas“, which means speed in Latin.
It‘s up to 20 times quicker than regular external hard disk drive devices. The
Thunderbolt 3 port is versatile and uses the common USB-C connector to
connect to most modern devices. The mSSD Celeritas is housed in a unique
industrial-looking metal silver enclosure, offering both pocket-friendly
portability and toughness, but it is the speed that makes it really stand apart ideal for video content creators and business and IT professionals.

The Freecom mSSD MAXX with its USB3.1 Gen 2 connection delivers
data transfer speeds of up to 700MB/s*, making it one of the fastest
portable external SSDs available in the market. The superfast
storage device strikes a very appealing balance between pocketfriendly portability and accelerated performance that allows users to
dramatically reduce data read and write waiting times.
* The actual speed depends on the file size and computer performance and OS.

* Performance may vary depending on host configuration. To reach
maximum transfer speeds of 2800MB/s, the host device and
connection cables must support Thunderbolt 3.

6 cm

12.6 cm

PC

MAC

9.1 cm

PC

1 cm

1.9 cm

5.7 cm

Art.-Nr.

Capacity

Art.-Nr.

Capacity

56411

1TB

56417

1TB

56394

512GB

MAC
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Solid State Drives

Solid State Drives
Shock Resistant

Slim design
Brushed metal enclosure.

SHOCK
RESISTANT

Shock resistant mobile Solid State Drive,
survives bumps and drops up to 4 meters.

IP55

Cable plus adapter
Connect to regular USB (Type-A) or USB-C™

IP55

Dust proof and water resistant

SSD - Incredible read speed

Integrated cable

Up to 4 times faster than USB 3.0 HDD*

No need for a separate cable

mSSD SLIM

TOUGH DRIVE MINI SSD

USB-C™ MOBILE SOLID STATE DRIVE / USB3.1 GEN 1

IP55 / SHOCK RESISTANT MINI SOLID STATE DRIVE / USB 3.0

Slim, stylish and super-fast!

Tough and perfectly formed

Expand your storage in style with this slimline brushed metal solid
state drive. The compact, lightweight Freecom mSSD Slim features
a USB 3.1 GEN 1 interface and USB-C™ connection for superfast data
transfer. Combining the large storage capacity with the superfast data
transfer speeds, this Mobile Solid State Drive is essential storage for
the most stylish workstation. The extremely fast SSD chipset with data
read speeds of up to 430MB/s* and software pre-installed ensures that
anyone copying information between devices won´t be disappointed.

The Tough Drive Mini SSD offers pocket-sized, super quick, highly
reliable storage for people on the go. Freecom’s Tough Drive Mini SSD
is far more resilient than standard portable drives. It has an internal
anti-shock frame and with its IP55 certified, dust proof and water
resistant enclosure the Tough Drive Mini SSD can withstand drops up to
4 metres ensuring greater reliability. And with data read speeds of up to
430MB/s*, it‘s lightning fast!
* The actual speed depends on the file size and computer performance and OS.

* The actual speed depends on the file size and computer performance and OS.
11.4 cm

PC

MAC

1.7 cm

0.9 cm

5.3 cm

7.6 cm

8.7 cm

PC

Art.-Nr.

Capacity

56413

1TB

Art.-Nr.

Capacity

56412

512GB

56345

256GB (Mini SSD Pro)

56418

256GB

56344

128GB (Mini SSD)
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Solid State Drives

What’s the difference?

Two integrated cables

USB Type-C, USB3.1, Thunderbolt 3 – what is it all about?
Over the years, the USB connection has taken on many forms. The
rectangular port that you may be most familiar with is called USB
Type-A. The blocky, almost square port used in many large peripherals
like printers is USB Type-B. Add micro and mini versions of this into the
mix and suddenly you’ve got a half dozen connection type and a recipe
for confusion.

Integrated USB 3.0 and USB Micro-B cables,
no additional cables needed.

For tablets and smartphones
Devices with USB Micro-B connector and OTG support

Shock resistant
SHOCK
RESISTANT

Survives bumps and drops up to 4 meters.

Enter the introduction of Type C, which, we believe will ultimately
reduce the complexity relating to connectors. USB Type-C is a
description of the port connection itself. It’s small, compact, and
replaces the standard USB Type-A and B connections as well as the
myriad of micro and mini USB ports. Basically, it’s one USB connection
type to rule them all.
The USB-C connector looks similar to a micro USB connector at
first glance, though it’s more oval-shaped and slightly thicker to
accommodate its best feature - the fact that it is reversible. It has no up
or down orientation so the days of flipping your USB cable three times
before inserting it correctly may finally be numbered. Over the next few
years, look for USB Type-C to become the universal port for all devices
including desktop, laptop, and mobile.

TABLET MINI SSD

MINI SOLID STATE DRIVE / USB 3.0 / USB MICRO-B

Two inbuilt cables - One of a kind!

USB-C and USB 3.1

Isn’t it frustrating when your tablet or smartphone storage is full? With
the Freecom Tablet Mini SSD you can easily backup and transfer your data
from your Android and Windows tablets, notebooks and smartphones*.
With the speed and toughness that is familiar with our Freecom SSDs, this
stylish device offers USB 3.0 data read speeds of up to 430MB/s (Windows
and Mac). It is the first device of its kind to have two inbuilt cables making
it a very practical and reliable storage tool for people on the go.

The default protocol with the USB-C connector is USB 3.1. The USB
Implementers Forum (USB-IF) has defined the USB 3.1 Gen 1 standard
as meeting the same interface and data signalling rates as USB 3.0.
So when you see USB 3.1 Gen 1, it basically works at the same 5Gbps
speeds as USB 3.0. USB 3.1 Gen 2 refers to data signalling rates at
10Gbps, double that of USB 3.0, and matching the speeds of
single-channel Thunderbolt.

* Compatible with devices that have a USB Micro-B connector and OTG
support. A list of devices can be found on Freecom’s website.

Thunderbolt 3
Perhaps the most useful standard USB-C supports is Thunderbolt 3.
This adds 40Gbps bandwidth, reduced power consumption, and the
ability to move as much as 100 watts of power. A USB-C port with
Thunderbolt 3 means a single cable is all you need to power and
transfer a large amount of information (up to and including two
60Hz 4K displays) to and from even a complex device like a computer.

5.8 cm

9.2 cm

1.5 cm

So what does this all mean?
PC

Art.-Nr.

Capacity

56347

256GB (Mini SSD Pro)

56346

128GB (Mini SSD)

MAC

As you will have seen, Freecom has already implement USB Type-C,
USB 3.1 GEN2 and Thunderbolt 3 into its products, and will continue to
stay at the forefront of trends to ensure that you get the latest and best
technologies available!
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Mobile Hard Drives
Whether you need your mobile storage to be tough, compact, fast or just super stylish, Freecom has the
mobile hard drive to suit you. The metal range not only comes in a sleek, brushed metal enclosure but
also the latest USB Type-C™ connectivity, whilst the Tough Drive features AES-256 hardware encryption
and is dustproof, water resistant and has an impressive anti-shock mechanism to keep your data safe.
With capacities ranging from 500GB to a substantial 5TB, they provide all the storage you need to take
your digital life with you.
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Mobile Hard Drives

Mobile Hard Drives
Slim design

Sophisticated design

Brushed metal enclosure.

Brushed metal enclosure.

Power via USB port

Power via USB port

No power adapter needed

No power adapter needed

USB Type-C™ and USB 3.0 cables

USB Type-C™ and USB 3.0 cables

Connects to any USB port

Connects to any USB port

mHDD

mHDD SLIM

MOBILE HARD DRIVE / 2.5" / TYPE-C™ / USB 3.0

MOBILE HARD DRIVE / 2.5" / TYPE-C™ / USB 3.0

Compact and lightweight

Back in style

Under 1cm thick and enclosed in a brushed metal casing, the mHDD
Slim brings sleek sophistication to your Mac or PC. It is compact and
lightweight and available in Gold, Silver and Space Grey - matching
the popular colours used by Apple MacBooks. The mHDD Slim comes
with two cables allowing connection to a multitude of devices; a USB
Type-C™ cable, which connects to notebooks with a USB Type-C™ port,
and a regular USB 3.0 cable.

Back up your Mac or PC in style with this beautiful mobile hard drive.
Compact, lightweight and in a robust brushed metal enclosure, the mHDD
is available in Gold, Silver and Space Grey - matching the popular colours
used by Apple MacBooks. Depending on the article number selected, the
mHDD comes with either one or two cables: a USB 3.0 or with a USB 3.0
and a USB Type-C™ cable.

PC

MAC

PC

1.2 cm

0.9 cm

7.6 cm

11.4 cm

7.6 cm

11.4 cm

Art.-Nr.

Capacity

56382

2TB (Gold, USB Type-C™ and USB 3.0 cable)

Art.-Nr.

Capacity

56381

2TB (Silver, USB Type-C™ and USB 3.0 cable)

56371

1TB (Gold, USB Type-C™ and USB 3.0 cable)

56380

2TB (Space Grey, USB Type-C™ and USB 3.0 cable)

56370

1TB (Silver, USB Type-C™ and USB 3.0 cable)

56368

2TB (Silver, USB 3.0 cable)

56369

1TB (Space Grey, USB Type-C™ and USB 3.0 cable)

56367

1TB (Silver, USB 3.0 cable)

MAC
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Mobile Hard Drives

Mobile Hard Drives
AES 256-bit Encryption

One of the World‘s Smallest
ONE OF
THE WORLD’S
SMALLEST 2.5"

Perfect for use with your notebook, Mac or PC.

Keeps your data safe if your HDD is lost or stolen.

AES 256 - bit
ENCRYPTION

Optimal grip

Shock Resistant

Form-fitting moulded rubber casing

Survives bumps and drops up to 2 meters

SHOCK
RESISTANT

USB 3.0 and USB 2.0

IP54

Connects to any PC / Mac

Dust proof and water resistant

IP54

Designed by Sylvain Willenz

KEEP YOUR
DATA SAFE
BE GDPR
COMPLIANT

MOBILE DRIVE XXS 3.0

MOBILE HARD DRIVE / 2.5" / USB 3.0

TOUGH DRIVE HDD

IP54 / SHOCK RESISTANT MOBILE HARD DRIVE / 2.5" / USB 3.0

Compact storage on the go

The toughest and safest drive around!

The Freecom Mobile Drive XXS 3.0 is already a proven factor on the
mobile hard drive storage market. Unmatched in looks, size and
performance, the Mobile Drive XXS 3.0 is a perfect storage extension
for any netbook or notebook. Complete with compact USB connection
cable.

Your data requires the best possible protection, especially during mobile
use. The Freecom Tough Drive HDD is a password protected mobile hard
drive using AES 256-bit hardware encryption which keeps your data secure
if the drive is lost or stolen. Thanks to the internal suspension and shockabsorbing silicone enclosure, it is resistant to sudden impact and shocks
and the integrated USB 3.0 cable makes connection very convenient.
14 cm

10.9 cm

PC

MAC

1.9 cm

7.9 cm

8.3 cm

1.3 cm

PC

Art.-Nr.

Capacity

Art.-Nr.

Capacity

56334

2TB

56331

2TB

56007

1TB

56057

1TB

56005

500GB

56058

500GB
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Mobile Hard Drives
$
GREAT VALUE

What will it hold

Great Value

Capacity *

Small size, large storage capacity excellent value for money!

Power via USB port
No power adapter needed

MP3 songs

JPEG pictures

DivX/Xvid movies

10TB

2.000.000

6.800.000

10.000

8TB

1.600.000

5.280.000

8.000

6TB

1.200.000

4.060.000

6.000

5TB

1.000.000

3.400.000

5.000

4TB

800.000

2.640.000

4.000

3TB

600.000

1.980.000

3.000

2TB

400.000

1.320.000

2.000

1TB

200.000

660.000

1.000

500GB

100.000

330.000

500

256GB

50.000

165.000

250

128GB

25.000

82.500

125

USB 3.0 and USB 2.0
Connects to any USB port

MOBILE DRIVE CLASSIC 3.0
MOBILE HARD DRIVE / 2.5" / USB 3.0

* Definitions: 1GB = 1000MB – 1 MP3 song = approx. 5MB / 1 JPEG photo =
approx. 1.5MB / 1 DVD movie = approx. 4.5GB / 1Xvid/DivX movie = approx.
1GB. Some of the hard drive capacity is used for pre-loaded software,
formatting and other functions, and thus is not available for data storage.
As a result, your operating system may report fewer gigabytes/terabytes.

Compact storage on the go!
Ultra compact, easy-to-use and secure, this USB 3.0 powered portable
hard drive makes transporting and sharing data easier than ever. The
Freecom Mobile Drive Classic 3.0 has no cooling fan, which ensures
quiet operation at all times! The Freecom Mobile Drive Classic 3.0
has a stylish black design which will look at home next to your PC,
Mac or laptop!

1.4 / 2 cm

7.7 cm

11.4 cm

PC

Art.-Nr.

Capacity

56362

5TB

56360

4TB

56297

2TB

35610

1TB

35607

500GB

MAC
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Desktop Hard Drives

Desktop Hard Drives
Backup Master

More and more digital content is being
generated and consumed every year. Freecom
desktop hard drives provide stylish storage
devices to allow you to keep all your precious
files backed up and safe for the future. Store all
your spreadsheets, documents, presentations,
photos, videos and music in one central location
or make extra backups of all your important
files for added peace of mind. Need it to be fast?
Need a huge storage capacity? Freecom has
the solution for you. Featuring the latest in USB
connectivity, these reliable hard drives are an
essential addition to your home office.

Contains Nero Backup Essentials software.

BACKUP

Sophisticated design
Solid metal enclosure

USB 3.0 for fast data transfer
Connects to any USB port

mHDD DESKTOP

DESKTOP HARD DRIVE / 3.5" / USB 3.0

Backup Master
With an elegant yet robust design, the Freecom mHDD desktop hard
drive looks fabulous next to any notebook, computer or television
screen. With a huge capacity of up to 10TB, you‘ll have all the room you
need to backup and store all your important documents, photos and
other files. The drive is equipped with a USB 3.0 interface, ensuring ultra
fast transfer speeds while also being fully compatible with older USB 2.0
ports. It also has Nero Backup Essentials software loaded on the drive to
help you automatically backup your files.

3.4 cm

11.8 cm

18.9 cm
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PC

Art.-Nr.

Capacity

56403

10TB

56388

8TB

56387

4TB

56386

2TB

MAC

Hard Drive Docks
Hard drive docks provide an easy way to access files on an internal hard drive without having to insert the
drive into a laptop or PC. They effectively operate as external hard drives and are perfect for accessing data
on old hard drives or installing multiple hard drives quickly and easily. The data on the drives can also be
encrypted to ensure security of the content. Ideally suited for both professional and home use, software
or drive-image installations, quick formatting or erasing data and making backups. An intelligent and
convenient solution – by Freecom.
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Hard Drive Docks

Hard Drive Docks

Docking Station
DOCK

Docking Station

Secure docking station with 256-bit AES Hardware
Encryption for 2.5" internal SATA hard drives.

DOCK

Secure docking station with 256-bit AES Hardware
Encryption for 2.5" and 3.5" internal SATA hard drives.

256-bit AES Hardware Encryption

256-bit AES Hardware Encryption

Keeps your data safe

Keeps your data safe

Built-in keypad

Built-in keypad

For secure passcode input

For secure passcode input

2.5"
mDOCK KEYPAD SECURE

2.5" & 3.5"
mDOCK KEYPAD SECURE

DOCKING STATION / USB 3.1 GEN 1

DOCKING STATION / USB 3.1 GEN 1

Dual drive for encrypted or unencrypted internal 2.5" HDDs

Mandatory encryption for your 2.5" or 3.5" internal HDDs

The Freecom 2.5" mDock Keypad Secure uses 256-bit AES Hardware
Encryption to protect data that is saved onto any internal 2.5" HDD
inserted into the dock. The keypad allows users to set PINcodes to
access the encrypted data that is saved on the hard drives to keep it safe
and secure. It has a two bay 2.5" hard drive dock – one for encryption
and the other for unencrypted drives so you can also use the dock in
unencrypted mode if the data is not required to be protected. Housed
in a high quality metal enclosure.

The Freecom 2.5"/3.5" mDock Keypad Secure uses 256-bit AES Hardware
Encryption to protect data that is saved onto any internal 2.5" or 3.5"
HDD inserted into the dock. The keypad allows users to set PIN codes to
access the encrypted data that is saved on the hard drives to keep it safe
and secure. Everything saved onto HDDs through this docking station
will be AES 256-bit encrypted, making you 100% secure. Housed in a
high quality metal enclosure.

14.2 cm

5.6 cm

8.3 cm

12.9 cm

PC

Art.-Nr.
56424

PC

MAC

Art.-Nr.
2.5" mDock Keypad Secure
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56425

2.5" & 3.5" mDock Keypad Secure

MAC

Hard Drive Docks

Hard Drive Docks

Docking Station
DOCK

Docking Station Pro

Docking station for 2.5" and 3.5" SATA hard drives - easy and
safe way to connect and access your internal hard drive.

DOCK

Docking station for 2.5" and 3.5" hard drives - easy and
safe way to connect and access your internal hard drive.

For 2.5" Hard Drives

For 2.5" and 3.5" Hard Drives

For 3.5" Hard Drives

For SATA and PATA (IDE)

HARD DRIVE
mDOCK 3.0 / USB-C™

HARD DRIVE
mDOCK PRO

DOCKING STATION / 2.5" & 3.5" / USB 3.0 / USB 3.1 GEN 2

DOCKING STATION / 2.5" & 3.5" SATA & PATA (IDE) / USB 2.0

From internal to external in 1 click!

Docking station for SATA and PATA drives

The Freecom Hard Drive mDock 3.0 / USB-C™ is the easiest and fastest
way to use your internal 2.5" or 3.5" hard drive as an external one. Simply
connect the dock to your computer via USB, click your internal drive in
the dock and have instant access to the data on the drive. No hassle, no
screws needed, no software installation required. Housed in a high
quality metal enclosure, matching the attractive range of Freecom metal
hard drives.

Do you have an older hard drive lying around after a system upgrade?
Are you a system administrator who needs to install multiple hard
drives? The Freecom Hard Drive mDock Pro provides the solution: a
docking station that turns any internal 2.5" and 3.5" SATA and PATA
hard drive into an external drive. The PATA/IDA cable is included as
standard. Simply click your internal hard drive in the dock, and it
instantly becomes available to you as an external USB 2.0 device on
your computer. Housed in a high quality metal enclosure, matching the
attractive range of Freecom metal hard drives.

13.6 cm

PC

Art.-Nr.

MAC

5.7 cm

7.2 cm

5.5 cm

13 cm

7.6 cm

PC

MAC

Art.-Nr.

56137

Hard Drive mDock 3.0

33708

Hard Drive mDock Pro

56410

Hard Drive mDock USB-C™

35008

PATA / IDE Cable set
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Hard Drive Docks

Hard Drive Docks
Hard Drive Duplicator

Quad Interface
DOCK

4

Docking station for 2.5" and 3.5" hard drives - easy and
safe way to connect and access your internal hard drive.

DOCK

For 2.5" and 3.5" hard drives. Copy files from one hard
drive to another without the use of a computer.

4 Interfaces

One touch data copy

USB 2.0 / FireWire800 / FireWire400 / eSATA

Easy to use

No fan - no noise

Stand alone copying

Silent operation

No computer needed

HARD DRIVE
DOCK QUATTRO

HARD DRIVE
mDOCK DUPLICATOR

DOCKING STATION / 2.5" & 3.5" SATA / USB 3.0

DOCKING STATION / 2.5" & 3.5" SATA / USB 2.0 / FW 800 & 400 / eSATA

Ultra flexible docking station

Copy data in one touch!

The Freecom Hard Drive Dock Quattro is a docking station that turns any
internal 2.5" and 3.5" SATA hard drive into an external drive. Simply click
your internal hard drive in the dock, and it instantly becomes available
to you. It will show up as a separate driveletter in your operating system,
just like any other external device that you connect to your computer.
To provide you the ultimate flexibility, the Hard Drive Dock Quattro is
equipped with USB 2.0, FireWire800, FireWire400 and eSATA interfaces.

The Freecom Hard Drive mDock Duplicator is a two bay hard drive
dock that enables you to copy data from one hard drive to another
without the use of a computer. Simply click your hard drives into the
duplicator, press the button and your hard drive will be copied. Ideal
for professionals such as system administrators to copy drive images
quicker, easier and safer than before. Home users will also benefit from
the copy function when upgrading to a bigger hard drive or simply
using the dock functionality. Housed in a high quality metal enclosure,
matching the attractive range of Freecom metal hard drives.

7.7 cm

PC

Art.-Nr.
35296

14 cm

9.5 cm

12.6 cm

7 cm

13.6 cm

PC

MAC

Art.-Nr.
Hard Drive Dock Quattro
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56136

Hard Drive mDock Duplicator

MAC

Backing-up and archiving

Follow the 3-2-1 backup rule

Having the hard drive on your PC crash can be a traumatic experience so
why do so many people neglect to back up? Regular back-ups protect
against accidental or malicious data loss – anything from hardware
faults and viruses, to human failure - and they can be used to restore
originals data files.

This approach helps to answer two important questions:
how many backup files should I have and where should I store them?

Adopting the right back-up procedure and choice of media depends on
many elements including the amount of data being saved, the perceived
value of the data, the levels of accepted risk and the length of time you
need to keep the data for.
For volume - Hard Disk Drives
The workhorse for backups - HDDs are ideally suited or regular, large
volume backups. They are very reliable and convenient to use, and the
cost per gigabyte is low, so they will continue to be main devices used
for backing up.
For performance - Solid State Drives
SSDs are best suited for situations where performance matters most.
They tend to be more expensive than HDDs, and come in smaller
capacties, but they are super fast and due to the fact that there are no
moving parts, they are very robust and can better withstand the bumps
and bashes of daily life.

3. Have at least three copies of your data.
In addition to your primary data, you should also have at least two
more backups, which helps to significantly reduce the risk of losing
data during a disaster.
2. Store the copies on two different media.
It is not uncommon after one disk failure, to experience failure of
another disk from the same storage device around the same time.
Therefore, it is best practice to keep copies of your data on at least
two different storage types, such as internal hard disk drives AND
removable storage media (tapes, external hard drives, USB drives,
SD-cards, CDs, DVDs).
1. Keep one backup copy offsite.
It’s obvious really, but it’s not a good idea to keep your external
storage device in the same room as your production storage.
If there was a fire or flood, you would lose all of your data.
The 3-2-1 rule is very general and it works for all data types.
If you are not following the 3-2-1 rule yet, don’t you think it’s time
to start ... before it’s too late?

For the long term - Optical Media
Backing up on HDDs or SSDs is fine for short and medium-term storage,
but when you are looking to keep files for a long period of time (from 10 –
100 years), you need to consider other options. Burning files onto a DVD
or Blu-ray disc is still one of the safest storage methods available today and
should always be used for the files that you want to keep for the long term.
For support - Software Tools
To help you with your back up, there are a number of software tools that
can be employed. Freecom bundles a selection of these tools free with
each drive to help you organise and schedule backups.
When disaster hits - Data Recovery
If for some reason your PC or Mac breaks and you have not backed
up, there are services available to you to recover data from your PC.
Computer data recovery is a tricky business but Freecom supports a
recovery service that is available for any brand of internal or external
hard disk drive, SSD or Flash Memory device, however old or new.

Create 3 copies
of your data
(1 primary copy
and 2 backups)

Store your copies
in at least 2 types
of storage media
(local drive,
external HDD,
Optical Media etc.

Store 1 of these
copies offsite

KEEP YOUR
DATA SAFE
BE GDPR
COMPLIANT
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Floppy Disk Drive

Global footprint

Floppy Disk Drive

With branch offices in EUMEA, APAC and AMERICAS, Freecom has
a strong global presence. The acquisition of Freecom by Mitsubishi
Kagaku Media in 2009 has strengthened Freecom’s global footprint.
We make use of a global distribution and logistics network as well as
combining strengths in developing new and exciting products.

Ultra small, lightweight, low noise!

FLOPPY DISK

Being part of Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Group also means we follow
and adhere to our mother company’s long term strategy and vision,
summarized in the ‘Kaiteki’ principle. ‘Kaiteki’, which traditionally means
‘comfort’ or ‘ease’ in Japanese, represents the global quality of life that
will be made possible through sustainable technologies and through
breakthrough scientific advances in human healthcare.

Power via USB port
No power adapter needed

Plug & Play
For any PC - fast and easy

FLOPPY DISK DRIVE

FLOPPY DISK DRIVE / 3.5" / USB

Just plug it in!
As computers and notebooks are no longer equipped with a floppy
drive, Freecom is offering the USB Floppy Disk Drive. Small files like
drivers, software updates, patches for operating systems, anti-virus
updates and boot-diskettes are still being shipped on floppy disks. Also,
a lot of people still have old text files, spreadsheets, pictures etc saved
on floppy disks. So there will always come a time when you need a
floppy drive for a software update, to access some of your old data, or
you need a diskette to quickly save a small file on.

14.2 cm

10.3 cm

1.7 cm

PC

Art.-Nr.
22767

Floppy Disk Drive
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Outstanding design
Since storage products are now a part of our everyday life, we believe
that, next to obviously doing the job that they were created for, they
should also look stunning, anywhere. Freecom works with up and coming
industrial designers to create products that stand out from the crowd.
Some of the designers we work with include:
• 	 Blitzen (Berlin, Germany)
• 	 Sylvain Willenz (Brussels, Belgium)
• 	 Arman Emami (Berlin, Germany)
• 	 FLEX / the INNOVATIONLAB® (Delft, The Netherlands)
• 	Niels in Vorm & EigenID (Rijswijk, The Netherlands)

Bundled software

Data Recovery Service

Every Freecom hard drive is shipped with software tools and apps to
make your digital life just that little bit easier!

When a hard drive or other storage device stops working, the data
is often still present on the drive and might still be retrievable.
The files on the drive could be priceless to you and worth trying
to recover.

• Backup software which ensures that all your files are safely backed up
• 	 Energy saving ‘Green Button’ app, which controls the power 		
consumption of your drive
• 	FHD formatter app, for easy re-formatting of your hard drive
• FHD Eraser and FHD Info
Freecom always strives to be at the forefront of any new technology.
We will keep on adding new software tools and apps to our products to
make your digital life always that little bit easier!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data recovery for hard drives, SSDs, memory cards, USB drives
Technicians recover your data in a laboratory
Can be restored in as little as two days (2-21 days)
Status tracking at all stages
Once completed, recovered data will be sent back on an external drive
Complimentary shipping using a prepaid shipping label
No extra charge if data can’t be recovered

Depending on type of HDD not all of the above listed software titles may be
present on the drive.

To find out more, go to www.freecom.com/recovery.

Encryption - why is it important?

The best service & support

With the massive increase in the use of mobile devices, and attacks
against government networks and business databases escalating, data
security and encryption has become a hot topic. Encryption scrambles
data in such a way that only someone with the correct code or key can
read it, so if your HDD is lost or stolen, you can be confident that the
content of the drive cannot be accessed.

If you have questions or need technical assistance for your Freecom
product, you can be sure that you will receive the best possible support
from us.

Freecom Tough Drive has AES-256-bit hardware encryption built in.
256-bit AES encryption (Advance Encryption Standard) is an
International standard adopted by the U.S. government and other
intelligence organizations across the world. It ensures that where data is
transferred to and from the HDD it is automatically encrypted/decrypted
through an AES chip built on the drive which guarantees the safety of
your data.

• 	 Our service centres are available via telephone (local phone rates) or
e-mail, during standard office hours
• 	 Whether your product is in or out of warranty – we will always assist you
• 	 We use an unmatched RMA system ensuring hassle-free repair or
replacement
• 	 Free shipping to and from our repair center (EU only)
• 	 We always try to retrieve your data in case the storage device itself is
not damaged
• 	You receive regular status updates and tracking information per e-mail
For more details, visit: www.freecom.com/support/contact.
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